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the small opening where the wires ran in. So we moved and tried a
second passage but with no better
success.
So, we moved back to
the first location.
After much digging and qUlte a bit of blasting
this passage
veered off to the left and actually teed into a crqss
passage, which is what we finally hit.
"During
the
digging
we hit
several
large
formations
(stalagmites and drapery) that had formed
centuries
ago.
Because
rock and rubble
had fallen in on them and then this had all been
cemented together by further drips tone deposit, the digging was much
more

difficult.

OUT digging

began

in

late

October

1978

and

was

finally complete about December 28 and then tunnel construction
began. We then faced contractor problems.
We had hoped to have the
opening
ready
to use about mid April but Murphy's law states that
revery thing takes longer than you expect,' so we began using
it in
late July.r~!.

•

1980 NATIONAL CAVE MANAGEMENT SYMPOSIUM
The
1980 National Cave Management Symposium
at Mammoth Cave National Park, Kentucky, October 13-17,

will be held
1980.

Many
subj ec t s on the
agenda
this year
have not been
previously discussed at other symposiums.
Other subjects,
such as
radon and wilderness,
are still controversial and will insure some
lively discussions.
EPA officials
will
be available
to answer
questions on how caves might be protected from pollutants
originating from outside cnes jurisdiction or property.
Field
excursions
will
lead one
from the surface
of a karst region to the lowest
depths of Mammoth Cave National Park.
Sessions which should be of considerable interest to show
cave operators
include "Cave Interpretation and Guide Training" by
Tom Al ey v.Jo e Waggoner and Mammoth Cave Staff; "Private Cave Owners
Discuss Management P'rob Lems" (Panel Discussion) by William
Austin,
Ted Graves, Jack Steiner,. Joe Waggoner, Roy Davis and David Cale.
For further information contact:
Organizing Committee
1980 National Cave Management
Mammoth Cave, Kentucky 42259
Attention:

James Wiggins

Telephone:

(502)

758- 2251

Symposium
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CHATTANOOGA
Tennessee
15TH ANNUAL
NCA CONVENTION
OCT.28,29,30-1980
Tennessee,
a land of
Tugged
mountains,
thick forests,
lakes and historic places,
will host the National Caves Association
Convention October 28, 29, 30, 1980.
The 16th state to enter the Union (1796), and called the
"Volunteer
St.a t.e ;." its
name Tennessee
is
said to be derived from
Tanasi, the ancient capitol of the Cherokees.
Tennessee
is divided into three parts--the mountain
areas
of the East, the Bluegrass Region of the middle,
and the pine woods
and marshes of the West. Each part has its own great city--knoxvil1e
in the East, Nashville in the Bluegrass Region, and Memphis in the
West. And each section has its own special attractions
and fascinating history.
In the western portion you will find the Railroad Museum
at Jackson
which
features
the
restored home of Casey Jones, the
railroad hero of the famous folk balad.
And Reelfoot Lake in northwestern
Tennessee,
a lake formed in 1811 and 1812 by the great New
Madrid Earthquake.

STATE OF TENNESSEE
Tennessee

,
,
;'

Sea

/

C~attanoq.g

••
Mississippi
Alluvial
Plain

Highland

Rims

Ruby Falls

J

i
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Nashville,
the

Grand

Ole

Op r-y

j

in Tennessee's
th e

Hermitage

Bluegrass

(home

of

~egion,

is famous

0Y

Pr es i.den

t Andrew

.Ja c ks-.

,),

for

American

Museum of

and The Parthenon.
The

Knoxville

area

is

noted

Atomic Energy at Oak Ridge, Lookout Mountain
Great Smokey Mountains
National Park.

the

at Chattanooga,

and ,he

Topographically. the state is divided into about 5eve~
regions.
The Mississippi Alluvial Plain along the western
edge ot
the state is the lowest part of Tennessee and is less than 300 fel~t
above sea level.
It borders the Mississippi River and is a farming
area with cotton as one of its chief crops.
Tennessee

The Gulf Coastal Plain lies between
the Mississippi
River courses, and has a rOlling, hilly landscape.

and

The Highland Rims, east
of the Tennessee River,
is an
elevated plain surrounding the Nashville Basin and comprises most of
the central portions
of the state.
The Nashville Basin at ,rs
center is a noted farming area.
The nation's
richest
phosplllte
deposits are found here.
The Appalachian
Plateau, or Cumberland Plateau,
is a and
of rocky cliffs and hills that rise to as much as I, 800
feet
-ov e
sea level.
This is a coal mining region as well as a land of
.ve s
and caverns.
It begins near McMinnville
and extends eastward t: the
course of the Sequatchie River.
Beyond
this river are the h-,.:.her
elevations of the Appa:-lachian Ridge and the Blue Ridge regions vuich
boast of the state's most spectacular mountain scenery.
Eleva~ions
average 5,000 feet and Clingman's Dome,
the state's
tallest ~0ak,
rises to 6,642 feet.
Several mountain ranges dot the region.
Caves
are plentiful
in Tennessee (over 2,500 recorded),
and more than two dozen have been shown to the public at one time or
another.
A capsule review of some of these current and former show
caves follows.
Those preceded with an asterisk (*) are believed. to
be closed.
Mountains

ALUM CAVE, of postcard fame,
National Park and is a large

*MYSTIC
Cave. It is over

is located
in
Great Smokey
and spectacular rock shelter.

CAVERNS near Daisy was formerly
called Chickamaug~
one half mile in length and has a dome 50 feet high.

*ENGLISH CAVE, also known as Massencrill Cave
is northeast
of Knoxville. It was once commercial and has'"numerous' well-developed
speleothems.
JEWEL CAVE is near Dickson
off U. S. 70 north
on State Hwy.
46 about 10 miles.
It was discovered in 1885 and opened to the
public in 1925.
It consists of several rooms filled with
beautiful
cave formations.
The cave also has a display of Pleistocene
animal
bones that were found during commercial development.
C~DJOJS
CAVE, once known as Cumberland Gap Cave, Soldier's
Cave or Klng
S?lomon's
Cave, was commercially developed
in 1935.
Located at the t r rcorne r- of Tennessee,
Virginia
and
Kentucky, the
cavern has more
than one level
and is on the side of Pinnacle
Mountain in Cumberland Gap National Historic Park.

BELL WITCH CAVE near Adams ,is a commercial cave (of sorts)
with intriguing folklore.
Its story is associated with the infamous
"Bell Witch" that plagued the Bell family in the early 1800's.
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" COLUMBIA
best noted for

CAVERN near Vanleet,
its large cave stream.

"CUMBERLAND

MAMMOTHCAVE

was

once

(New Mammoth

commercial

Cave),

is

and is

north

of

Oak Ridge and was once a Tennessee show cave. It was a saltpeter
mine during the War of 1812 and is noted for having a gallery more
than

1,000

feet

long.
JACK

DANIELS

CAVE at

Lynchburg

is

on the

property of the Jack Daniel's Distillery. The
cave' 5 picturesque
entrance
(all
that
can be
toured),
has been made famous by company ads. The
latest
.ad says
1'0£ the 2,531 caves in Tennessee,
this one in Moore County is particularly
prized.
It's fed, you see,
by an underground,
iron-free
spring flowing at 56 degrees year round.
MY.Jack
Daniel, a native of these parts,laid
claim to the
cave
in 1866.
And from that year forward, its
water has been used to make Jack Daniel's Whiskey."
The cave is about 900 feet in length,has
an average
width of 25 feet,and is 15 feet high.
The entire route through the cave is over breakdown and small
but attractive speleothems have
developed along the wayan
the breakdown.
DUNBAR CAVE at

Clarksville,

has

been

open

to

the

public

since the turn of the century.
Its cave stream contains blind cavefish.
New discoveries
in this cave, which now belongs to the State
of Tennessee, has made it one of the state's larger caves.
BRISTOL CAVERNS,
located
at Bristol,
on the TennesseeVirginia
border,
has a great many attractive dripstone formations.
Once known as Bishop' 5 Cave,it was opened to the public in the 194015
by A. H. Hi t t .
The entrance
chambers are quite impressiveand
the
taur route presents a great variety of underground features.
"NICKAJACK

CAVE

near

Chattanooga,

is

probably

one

of the

state's
best
known caves.
It lies on the Tennessee-Georgia
border
but while its passages do travel under
two states
(Tennessee
and
Alabama), it is not known to extend beneath Georgia soil.
Nickajack Cave first drew attention as a saltpeter
works
in 1819, but its namesake--Anikusatizi-Nickajack
(a Cherokee Indian)
gave the cave its name in the 1770's.
Several attempts
to develop
this cave for public touring failed.
RUSKIN

CAVE is

located

off

U.S.Highway

70

on

State

Hwy.

46

about 10 miles north of Dickson.
The cave has an impressive
entrance
chamber used for dances and other events. The cavern was named after
John Ruskin,
the English author who once operated a communal colony
at the cave site.
WONDER CAVE is

located

2 miles

north

of

off 1-24.
was discovered
is probably the
Tennessee cave.

Monteagle

This unusual cave, which is toured by lantern light,
in 1897, and
has the distinction
of having what
straightest single-line underground
corridor in any
It is nearly a mile in length.:.
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CONVENTION AREA CAVES
---

DESOTO CAVERNS~-Childersburg,

Alabama

DeSoto Caverns,
known
to the Indians as Kyrnulga Cave, is
located 5 miles east of Childersburg
on State Highway 76. Literature
on the cave states that the cavern was discovered by Hernando DeSoto
who spent over five weeks in the vicinity
of the caverns while visiting with the afluent Coosa Indians.
The

cavern

became

a saltpeter

mine during

the

Civil

War and

a "sp eakeas y'' during
the prohibition
years. In 1965 a "Copena''
Indian burial (Woodland Period) was unearthed in DeSoto Caverns and
is now on display.
DeSoto Caverns has spectacular
cave scenery.
Its
entrance
chamber is said to be "larger than a football
field and higher than a
12- story building.
II

O~erators
Al~en Mathis
and Perry
Wood report
the cave will
be 0I?e~ du r in g Co nvent i on ~eek and NCA membe r s are cordially
invited
to VISIt the cave at any time before, durIng or after the Convention.
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FORBIDDEN CAVERNS
__

Sev-i e ro i: l i e , Tennessee

----

The very name of this cave is intriguing,
as well as the
eerie
Indian
legend
associated
with it. Promotional
literature
states that moonshine was actually made at the cave well
into the
194015.
Authorities
eventually closed the illegal o~eration.
The
property later fell into the hands of a quarry operatlon.
In 1964,
however,the cave was saved from destruction by farsighted businessmen and in 1967 the cave was opened to the public for guided tours.
Forbidden Caverns has numerous displays of colorful
cave
onyx featuring
flowstone
cascades, stalagmites, and stalactites.
To highlight the touT, sterephonic sound presentations
are given at
several locations.
With orchestral
backgrounds
and
professional
actors,
these
presentations
bring to life the history and Indian
lore of the cavern.

Bill and Sue Hounshell, operators of Forbidden
Caverns,
report
the
cave will be open during the Convention week and NCA
members are cordially invited to visit the cave at any time before,
during or after the Convention.

MANITOU CAVE-----Fort

Payne~AZabama

Manitou
Cave is one
of
operations and was opened for public
actually
located
within
the
city
Sequoyah, the great Cherokee Indian,

the nation's oldest show cave
tours in 1878.
The cave is
limits of Fort Payne, Alabama.
lived in the Fort Payne area.

Shortly after the Civil War, trails, steps
were
built
in the cave for public tours.
bridges
charged lOf each in those early days.

and numerous
Visi tors were

8

Surrounded

lore,

this

sculptured

by

cave

.lian

has

limestone

ceri~reat
tive
siva
.is a
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Leda-

spans
of rock,
and att
speleothems.
Its most imp\
Eo rma t i.on-v i'The Hay s t.ack"
5 talagmi
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in d i a.e.
Steve
tha tat

Jordan

Convert ti on

Cave will be open
tours
and that
vention

a group
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be
welcome.

---
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RACCOONMOUNTAIN CAVERNS--Chattanooga,

Raccoon

time

Mountain

Tennessee

Caverns,

formerly

Caverns and Crystal
Caverns,
was opened
to
Louis
Lambert,
discover
of
Ruby
Falls

Nickajack Cave.
The cave is 5 miles
Highway 41 off 1-24.

west

known as Teu -s s e e
in
l'
by

the public
and
former

of

opc ra

Chattanooga

of
U.S.

.iT

OJ'

The commercial
tour of
Raccoon Mountain
Caverns
is made
through
the
cave's
attractive
speleothem-filled
entrance
room
and
two side passages
that permi t a circular
tour
wi th no backtracking.
The
cave
is
quite
extensive
in
its
untoured
sections
which
are
used
for
Scout
programs
during
winter
months.
Raccoon Mountain
Caverns
is one of several
caves
in
the
United
States
that
now provides
special
spelunking
programs
for
Scout groups.

Associated

with

this

attraction
is
an
aerial
tram
(cable
car)
called
the
"Mile
Ride in the sky'' which
visitors
can ride to
the
mountain
top.
On top of the mountain
is a launch

area

for

hang-glide

enthusiasts.

John
and
Judy
Graham ,
operators
of
Raccoon
Mountain
Caverns,report
the cave WIll be open during
the Convention
week and
NCA members are cordially
invited
to VIsit
the cave at any time before,
during
or after
the Convention.
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SEQUOYAHCAVERNS--Valley
He a d , Alabama

Sequ o y ah Caverns,
often called
"The Looking Glass Cave,"
The cave is located
noted for its reflecting underground
pools.
18 miles north of Fort Payne, Alabama,off
U.S. Highway 11 and I-59.
lS

Named after
Sequoyah,
the famous Cherokee Indian who invented a phonic system of writing
using an entirely
new "alphabet"
bas ed on the sounds of the Cherokee language, Sequoyah Caverns is
situated near the spot where Sequoyah taught school in the Cherokee

Indian Nation.

Guided
tOUTS of the cave,
which take one hour, feature
beautiful formations,
remarkable reflecting pools, waterfalls,
and
skillful lighting.
Ken Pennington reports that the cave will be open
during
Convention week and NCA members are cordially invited to visit
the
cave at any time before, during or after the Convention.
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~TUCKALEECHEE

CAVERNS ---

Townsend,

Tennessee

Tuckaleechee
Caverns,located
off State Highway
73
Maryville
and
Gatlinburg,
was discovered
by lumberjacks
nearly a mile of known passage.
The show cave route
t.r.
least half the distance to present a stunning succession
of
totem
pole
stalagmites
often
referred
to as "the
g r e at e s
under the Smokies.

tween
.1 has

Is at
.rwer.ing
..•ights

II

Tuckaleechee
ground

galleries;

excellent

Caverns

also

extensive,

soda straw

features

massive

some very

breakdown;

l arg.
drape!')'

underand

stalactites.

New discoveries
continue
to be made in this cave which/
was opened to the public in 1935 by Bill Vananada and Harry Myers.
As children, they played in the cave and later realized a childhood
dream--to open the cave to visitors.

Bill

and Harry report that
during
the NCA
cordially invited out for a visit.
cave will be closed for the winter ~

open before

and

...

Tuckaleechee Caverns
will
be
Convention.
NCA members are
Following the Convention,
the
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CONVENTION HOSTS
---

LOOKOUTMOUNTAIN CAVERNS--Chattanooga~Tennessee

Ruby Falls, a sparkling 145 foot waterfall, 1120 feet beneath the surface of the earth, is the climax of a tour through
Lookout Mountain Caverns at Chattanooga,
Tennessee.
The entrance
building,
known as "Cave-rn Castle,"
is located on Lookout Mountain
Scenic Highway,
Tennessee 148 just
off r-24, I-59 and 1-75.
This
building features the Lookout Mountain Tower from which visitors
have an impressive
view of the Tennessee RiveT and downtown Chattanooga.
The story of Ruby Falls and Lookout Mountain Caverns is a
part of the story of Lookout Mountain Cave much lower on the slopes
of Lookout ,Mountain.
Lookout Mountain Cave originally opened along the Tennessee River
but was sealed by railroad construction work in 1905.
The
cave, known
to be several miles in length, was historic.
To
explore it though, meant much wading,
climbing and getting covered
by soot.
A railroad tunnel, penetrating
the mountain,
intersected
the cave and train smoke filled the cave frequently over the decades.
a

Eventually, the train tunnel was abandoned and Leo Lambert,
Chattanooga
cave
enthusiast,
decided to open Lookout Mountain

12
Cave to the public.
To accomplish this he had to drill
an elevator
shaft down into the mountain for over 400 feet.
It was at the 260foot level that his shaft intersected what was to become
known as
Lookout Mountain Caverns.
Exploring
this new discovery
for half a
mile he found the spectacular
waterfall
that so impressed his
wife
Ruby, he not only named the falls
after
her,
but also opened both
caves (upper and lower) to the touring public in the 1930's.

Spe~taculaX'

1.45

foot

high

tlRuby Falls"

in

Lookout

.Mountain

Caverns

....b13L.I

_______________________

Visitors
to the caves, it is said, always found Lookout
Mountain Caverns and its awesome waterfall
nor e interesting
than
Lookout Mountain Cave lower down.
From the beginning
Ruby
Lambert
contended
that
the upper cave was the best and the visitors agreed
wi th her.
So, eventually,
the
lower
cave was closed and the upper
cave given all the attention.
A guided tour of the Caverns starts with a ride down 260
feet on an elevator to the Ruby Falls level.
This is followed by a
leisurely
walk
through
a passageway
with stops to hear and see
explanations of local history and what is being observed.
Stops are
made to see
the
stalactites,
stalagmites,
helectites
and other
interesting formations.
The great waterfall is the
climax
of the
tour through the Caverns.
It is an awe-inspiring sight as it pours
from an opening high in the cathedral-like
room to the lighted pool
below. Multi~colored
lights and music of the Ruby
Falls
Symphony
add to the scene.
From Ruby Falls,
the tour
retraces
its
steps and concludes with a
v i si t to
the Tree Tops
Lobby,
the
Observation
Deck,
and
the Lookout
Mountain Tower.
Those
attending
the NCA Convention will be
given a special
tour of
the recently
cleaned and
refurbished
area
of the
old, historic, lower cave
known as Lookout Mountain
Cave.
Don 1 t miss this
unique experience.

LOST

SEA---

sxeet-oa t er , Tennessee
between
KnoxThe Lost Sea is located in East Tennessee
(Exit 60) 6 miles on
ville and Chattanooga at Sweetwater off 1-75
State Highway 68.
Once known as Craighead Caverns, it is one of the largest
contains
and most extensive caves in East Tennessee.
Because
it
the "World' 5 Largest
Underground
Lake,'! the Lost
Sea became a
Registered Natural Landmark in 1976 and was listed in the Guinness
Book of World Records in 1977.
Known for more than 100 years
and originally named for an
Indian, the
cave has an artificial entrance for touring purposes.
The cave has several levels and is complex.
In some
portions are
deep canyons and one pit known to be at least 90 feet deep.
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Visitors
tour roomy
chambers and get an opportunity
to
see some outstanding
displays of anthodites (cave flowers).
These
clusters of needle-like
calcite crystals radiate in many
directions
from common bases
and in their
glittering,
radiant
whiteness,form
a nice
contrast
against
the
darker
cave walls.
The cave's New
Room"area contains
hundreds of these remarkable speleothem cjusters ,
II

Indian
legend
surrounds
the cave' 5 discovery.
The cave
property
was
once part of the Cherokee "Hiwassee Land Grant."
In
1927-1928 Indian artifacts,
such as pottery
and arrow points,
were
found in the cave IS "Ccunc i I Chamber" by young explorers.
But more
fascinating
and
odd were the paleontological
remains discovered
in
the cave near the "New Room" and des cri bed in 1941 by G. G. Simpson in
the
American
Museum
of Natural.
History
Novitates
No. 1131. These
were jaguar bones, a large Pleistocene
predatory
cat that had roamed
the
cave.
The cat' s tracks can still
be seen even though they are
20,000 years old.

The first
white settlers
arrived
in the
Sweetwater Valley
in
the 1820's.
They used the cave for the storage
of fruits
and
vegetables.
The cave has a constant
temperature
of 58 degrees.
During
from this period,
of the cavern.

the Civil War the cave was a saltpeter
carbon-tested
for authenticity,
are

mine.
Dates
on the walls

Throughout
the cave r S early
history,
rumors told of a
large lake somewhere deep in the cave.
In 1905 Ben Sands ;«. 13-yearold,
found
a small muddy opening at the cave's southwest
end.
He
pursued it to find himself soon standing
in a huge room half
filled
with water.
The long rumored lake had been found.

15
Today,
visitors
board
large glass-bottomed
trip on the Lost Sea. While on the trip it is possible
the lake depths and see large rainbow trout.

---

CUMBERLAND
McMinnville~

Cumberland
Caverns,
and Henshaw
Cave,
lS
the
than 27 miles of it has been
slope of Cardwell Mountain,
Highway 8,
reached
via U.S.
ville, or via Highway 55 from

boats for a
to peer into

CAVERNS --Tennessee

formerly
known as Higgenbotham Cave
largest
cave known in Tennessee.
More
surveyed.
The Caverns,
on the
south
is 7 miles southeast of McMinnville on
Highway 70S between Nashville
and Knox1-24 at Manchester.

Discovered
in 1810 by Aaron Higgenbotham,
a surveyor,
the
cave was first
described in print
in 1918.
It was a saltpeter
mine
during the War of 1812 and the War Between the States.

Stage

and dining

area

in Cumbepland

Caverns

The
cave system was extensively explored between 1945 and
1955 by members of the National Speleological Society.
In 1955, a
corporation was formed (Cumberland Caverns, Inc.), the cave's name
changed
to "Cumberland Caverns, 11 and commercial development under.!aken.
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The oldest date in the cave is 1858 but the best known
of
the early signatures
and dates is that of '1She1ah Waters, Oct. 1,
1869'1 smoked on the
ceiling
of
the "Ten Acre Room."
This vast
chamber is 1,400 feet long, 10 feet high, and 60 feet wide.
Other large
rooms in
the
cave
include
"Ha Ll. of the
Mountain
King"
(600 x 150 feet and 140 feet
high),
the
"Devil' 5
Quarry" (500 x 125 feet and 80 feet high),
and "Grand Hall" (500 x
150 feet and 40 feet high).
The commercial
r out e in Cumberland Caverns
is
3000 feet
long and reaches a depth of 350 feet below the surface.
Speleothems
are
profuse,
beautiful
and varied.
"Monumen
t Pillar"
(not on the
regular tour route) is the cave's most celebrated secondary
deposit
but other prominent
speleothems include stalactites, stalagmites,
flowstone and cave coral. Gypsum flowers, needles and related forms
are quite striking
and resemble roses, lilies, orchids and other
flowers.
Even gypsum "angel hair" and gypsum "snow" can be found in
the sprawling
cave system.

"Monument

..

The Pipe

Pillar

Organ

Tours
enter
the former
Henshaw
Cave
entrance
to the
Cavern.
Visitors
see the 'old saltpeter vats and Civil War mining
areas; tour the "I'en Acre Room'"; see the "Moun t af.n Room'! ; and then
visit the cave's most spectacular speleothems.
During
winter
months
Cumberland
Caverns
plays host to
thousands of Scouts who partake in a spelunking trip in the cave' 5
wild sections. The Scouts also get to sleep in the cavern overnight.

+
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CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE

.,

NCA CONVENTION HEADQUARTERS
It! 5 not hard
to see how Chattanooga earned the nickname "Scenic
Center
of
the South."
The mountains and r i ve r s of the
Chattanooga area create a natural paradise
"that is unsurpassed.
October
is
the most
beautiful time of the year here, and there
'<J are many activities
to celebrate
the fall
colors,
including
the Autumn Leaf Special
Train excursion
and the Fall Color Cruise and
Folk Festival.
_,,~DiL-_-'

Lookout Mountain dominates
the Chattanooga Skyline, and
attractions.
Some of these
are
world-famous
such as Rock City
Gardens, the Incline Railway,Ruby
Falls,Point Park, and Confederarna,
all of which are located around the mountain.
featuring
exhibit,
National

Be sure to visit the Chattanooga Chao Choo complex,
the impressive terminal-turned-restaurant,
model railroad
and trolley car.
Also visit Chickamauga-Chattanooga
Military
Park, the nation's oldest, largest, and most

visited.
There
are countless other attractions (and things to do)
in and about Chattanooga, including: The Hunter Art'Museum,
Houston
Antique Museum,
the Tennessee Valley Railroad Museum, the Alpine
Slide, the area lakes and rivers, and too many other attractions to
mention.
Come to the National Caves Association Convention this
October in Chattanooga hosted by Jack Steiner of Ruby Falls. For
more information about Chattanooga and its many attractions write:
Convention and Visitors Bureau,
1001 Market Street, Chattanooga,
TN 37402.

•

• c> CONVENT!

ON

INFORMA

TI ON (].

•

Convention
Headquarters

Admiral Benbow, 101 E. 20th Street, Chattanooga,
Tennessee
(phone 615/267-9761);
Single $19.00,
Double $23.00 per night; Reservation cards sent
to NCA members.
Please make reservation soon as
October is Fall Color Month for this area. No
rooms with 2 beds are available.

Driving In

Rooms aTe available with special rates for NCA
members: Monday Evening - Quality
Inn, Sweetwater, TN
Sweetwa t er , TN
Monday Evening - Quality In,
(phone 615/337-3541);
Single is
$19.00, Double is $23.00
809 Sparta
Thursday Evening - Americana Motel,
(phone
St., McMinnville,
TN
is $18.00
615/473-2159);
Single
Double is $20.00
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Registration

Fee

$45.00 will include
Member Registration

Transportation

Monday

Pick-up
in Atlanta
about
5:00 PM.
Please advise Ruby Falls so interested
parties may be coordinated.
Monday & Tuesday AM - Chattanooga
airport pickup. Make reservations with Ruby Falls.
Tuesday 10:30 AM - Bus will
depart
Admiral
Benbow for opening luncheon
at
Sweetwater and return about 5:00 PM.
Thursday - Bus will
depart Admiral Benbow at
1: 30 for
Cumberland and return
that
evening after dinner.
Friday - Transporation
to Atlanta, departing at
8:00 AM at Admiral Benbow.

Convention
Highlight

Convention

all meals but breakfast. Non
will be additional
$25.0-0--

Top professionals
will
hold seminars on such
subjects as Finance, Brochure Layout, Sign Layout, Special Promotion and other i terns that will
be of value to you' in your busines s .

First

Programs
on
large, medium
---

Operational
Cost Comparison
and small cave.

of a

CONVENT I ON AGENDA ~-~

Tuesday

10:00 AM
12:00
1:30.PM
3:00
7:00

Officers & Directors Meeting in Sweetwater
Opening Luncheon - Guest Speaker
Round Table Discussion
Tour of Lost Sea
Cookout at the "Wi tches Cabin"
Ruby Falls will be open for tours after dinner.

Wednesday

8:30 AM
12:00
6:00 PM
8:00

Business Meeting at the Admiral
Luncheon - Guest Speaker
Dinner - Choo Chao
Meeting

Thursday

8:30 AM
12:00
3:00 PM
6:00
8:00

Bus iness Meeting
Lunch on your own
Lighting Seminar at Cumberland
Dinner at Cumberland
Caverns
Return to Chattanooga

Benbow

Caverns

LOST WORLD CAVERNS,t'eatured on the Cover of this issue of DOWN UNDER,
is located
two miles north of Lewisburg, W. Virginia and
nine miles from White Sulphur Springs in Greenbrier
County.
The Caverns were first explored in 1942, accessible
then
only through a sinkhole shaft lOS feet deep.
The Caverns
were
opened
to the public
in 1970 and became a U.S.
Registered
Natural Landmark in 1977. The Caverns consists
of two large rooms, one of which is larger than a football
field.
The cave is superbly decorated wi th speleothems.: ..

H, DWIGHT WEAVER'S CONTRIBUTIONS
TO SPELEOLOGY RECOGNIZED
H. Dwight
er

of Bridal.

Cave

and Editor
of
presented
with
Award"

by the

Weaver,
at

General

Camdenton,

Manag-

Missouri,

DOWN UNDER, was recently
the "1980 Lester B. Dill

Mid-Mississippi

Valley-Ozark

Region of the
National
Speleological
Society for outstanding
contributions
to
speleology. The N.S.5. Board of Directors,
at
the
1980
N.S.5.
Convention,
also
awarded
My.
Weaver
with
the
ti t Le of
"Fellow
c i e t y''

of the National
Speleological
Sofor
his
continuing
contributions

towards

the goals

granted

Mr.

More

of the N.S.S.

recently,

Weaver

a "Friends

the

State
of

the

Historical
University

membership
for
his continuing
support
butions to the history of Missouri.

Society
of

Missouri

of the library

of Missouri
Li br ar y"

and contri-

Dwight Weaver has been an active Missouri
cave explorer
and cave historian for more than two decades.
He became a member of
the N.S.S.
in 1956.
He was
an early member and officer of the
Western Missouri Grotto, NSS; and later a co-founder and officer of
the Lake Ozarks Grotto, NSS. He is still an active
member
of the
latter group.
He was instrumental in the establishment of several
other N.S.S, Grottoes in Missouri.
In 1967 Dwight became
a charter member of the American
Spelean History Association, an affiliate of the N.S.S.; and in 1968
chaired the
first
spelean history session to be held at an N.S.S.
Convention.
Shortly
after JOIning
the N.S.S. Mr. Weaver
pecame a
Cooperator of the newly organized Missouri Speleological
Survey.
In
1959 he became
a co-founder of MISSOURI SPELEOLOGI,
the quarterly
cave science
journal
of the M.S.S.,
and later
served as both
Associate Editor and Editor.
In 1961 Dwight founded MSS LIAISON, the monthly newsletter
of the M.S.S. and served as its first editor. He was elected to the
M.S.S. Research Council in 1969,
a position
he still
holds
and
serves the Council as both Secretary and voting member.
From 1967
to 1979 he served on the M.S,S. Board of Directors as a Representative
for Lake Ozarks Grotto, NSS. From 1977 to 1979 he was Vice-President
of the M.S.$.,
and became President of the Missouri Speleological
Survey in 1980.
Besides
having served as Editor for several N.S.S.Grotto
newsletters, Dwight has written hundreds of cave reports
and articles on Missouri caves over the years.
His material has appeared in
newspapers,
magazines,
trade publications,
the JOURNAL OF SPELEAN
HISTORY and the NSS NEWS.
He has surveyed over 100 Missouri
caves
and recorded and named nearly 300.
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Mr. Weaver

is also the author

MARK TWAIN CAVE
(1972);
OIlONDAGA,THE
MERAMEC
CAVERNS,
LEGENDARY
HIDEOUT
MISSOURI,
THE CAVE STATE
(1980).

OF MISSOURI
UBi.
JAMES
(19??);
a'

As a Missouri
show cave operator he has been associatetl
six different
Missouri caves over the past two decades.
He i:-.

with
the

of four books--ADVENTURES

MAMMOTH CAVE
OF JESSE

founder

and

past

Editor

of

THE

CAVE

STATE

COURIER,

former

news-

letter
of the Missouri
Caves Association;
and since 1975,
has been
the
Editor of DOWN UNDER,
Newsletter
of the National
Caves Association.
H. Dwight
their

daughter

Weaver

Karen,

is married

and he and his wife Rosie,

reside at Lake

of the Ozarks

in south

and

central

Missouri.:.

-----PUBLICATIONS RECOGNIZE-----CLARA HEIDEMANN'S ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Clara Wuest Heidemann, president and General
Manager,
Natural
Bridge Caverns, Inc., has been selected
for inclusion
in the 17th edition of
WHO'S

and

vno
also

IN

THE

in

THE

SOUTH

AND SOUTHWEST

AMERICAN

REGISTRY

SERIES.

Natural
discovered

in

Caverns

were

1960
on ranchland
by the Wuest family

Bridge

that

had been owned
for
more
than a century.
Mrs. Heidemann
gave permission for the initial exploration and spearheaded
the development
of the Caverns, designated a National
Natural Registered
Landmark
in 1973 by
the U.S. Department
of Interior.
Her
husband, Harry Heidemann,
and her son,
Reginald Wuest,work
with Mrs. Heidemann
in the day-to-day
of the Caverns.

operation

Mrs. Heidemann,
a native
of Newkirk, New "Mexico, has
achieved a number of llfirsts." In 1972, she became the first woman
to be elected president of the National Caves Association
(NCA) and
was re-elected to that office in 1973.
She had previously
served
for five years as regional vice president
of NCA and
as a national
convention chairman.
Mrs. Heidemann was the first woman to be named a director
of the Di~cover Texas Association.
In addition, she has served as
a director of the
Texas-Mexico International
Good Neighbor
& Council Tourism
Chapter,
the New
Braunfels Chamber of Commerce
the
Community Fund and the Comal County Farm Bureau.
'
She
is a member
of the Discover America" Travel
zations National Council of Attractions
and of the
Texas
Council.

OrganiTourist

,
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Other
"f i.r s t s" Mrs. Heidemann 'can lay claim
to are:
first
chairman of the Farm Bureau Woman's Committee and
first
president
of the Faith Circle of the First Protestant Faith Church
in New
Braunfels.
She is also the fiTst woman ever to be named one of
Comal County's successful conservation
ranchers.
At

the

present

time,

in

addition

to

managing

Natural

Bridge Caverns,
Mrs. Heidemann serves as Postmaster
of the Natural
Bridge Caverns Rural Branch of the United States Postal Service<.

~~~.~.

Lester

AMERICA'S FAVORITE CAVEMAN,
..
LESTER B. DILL, DIES AT AGE 81

B. Dill, long-time

Caverns,
one of America!
attack'Wednesday,
August

5

owner and operator

of

Meramec

best
known show caves,
died
of
a heart
13, 1980, at his home in Stanton,Missouri.

Funeral services were held on Saturday, August 16, at the
Eaton Funeral Home in Sullivan, Missouri.
He was
entombed in the
Odd Fellows Mausoleum
in Sullivan.
including

A
large
crowd of family and friends were in attendance,
a number of NCA members from Missouri and elsewhere.

Born, November 28, 1898, in St. Louis
to Thomas
Benton
and Daisey
(Crockett) Dill, Mr. Dill as a child moved to Franklin
County,
where
he attended Reedsville
Elementary School.
An avid
student, Mr. Dill walked more than five miles
each
day
to high
school.
He worked
at odd
jobs to make enough money to stay in
school.
Les
Dill's
interest in caves began as a youngster.
His
father was the first superintendent
of Merarnec State Park in Sullivan. Dill began giving tours of Fishers Cave, using
a torch
and
lantern
to
light the way, even before the Park was established in
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1928.
"People
would
come out
from
St. Louis
during
the SH>i""H
months"
Les once recalled,
lito fish
and swim or go boating
on
he
river.
They
had
usually
heard
about
~isheYs
Cave and they wr:, l d
tie up their
boats
and waLk across
the f i.e I d to talk
my dad
.i t o
being
their
guide.
When I
was about
ten years
old dad starred
sending
me with
them and the people
would usually
pay me s ome thi.ng."

Later, after
the Park was created, taking all of the Dill farm In
the process, Les persuaded the state to officially open the cave to
the public for tours.
For a time, Les operated the cave as a Concessionaire.
This
experience
with
Fishers Cave inspired him to
continue
in the cave business.
In 1933 his Fishers Cave contract
with the state
expired.
He then
purchased
Salt Peter Cave a few
miles downstream from Fishers Cave along the Meramec River and outside
the
boundaries
of Meramec State Park.
Salt Peter Cave WgS
wild and undeveloped
but well known locally.
Les changed its gr:,lid3
to Maramec Caverns and proceeded,
during the next four dec ade s I
ro
make Meramec Caverns one of the best known, best
loved,
and In st
successful
show caves in America.
Les Dill and his right hand. !•. 1,
Bob Hudson,
set
an example that has been much admired and COj: ed
over the years.
Mr. Dill
Caverns and Daniel

was also the owner of Onondaga Cave,
Boone Park near Leasburg, Missouri.

Miss

-'~.i

During his career, Mr. Dill visited
more than 1,000 (2 3S
around the
world,
including
650 in the United States
and the
pmainder in remote areas of Africa,
Australia,
Eu r op e Sou t h Amer: a,
Alaska and Central
America.
Les .was fond of telling
about ni s
visit
to
the
caves
of Cuba in
the late 1950 IS, and .his jc t er
experiences
with the CIA. Shortly
after his visit,
Batista
fell to
Castro,
and when the subject
of missle sites
arose in 1962, the
CIA came call ing.
I drew maps of thos e caves as b es t I could recall from memor y ;" Dill recalled
in 1977.
j

t!

In 1945,
Mr. Dill was instrumental
In passage.of
a state
statute
requiring
safety inspections
for all
commercIal
caves
in
Missouri.
The annual
inspections
have made Missouri
show caves
some of the safest
in the United States
for public
touring.
Mr. Dill
was also
the first
to call Missouri
"Fhe Cave
S'tat.e;" His own cave exploring
and knowledge of geology led him to
the early conviction
that Missouri
had more caves than
any state.
In 1956 his friend,
Dr. J Har Len Bretz ,published
CA VES OF MISSOURI,
the first
definitive
text book on Missouri cave geology.
Bretz's
work was the beginning of organized
caving in Missouri.
Mr. Dill
took a keen interest
in caving and encouraged
Missouri
cavers
in
their
pursuits.
By 1970 they
had rewarded him by finding more
caves
in Missouri
than are
recorded for any state.
He watched
proudly as the records continued
to grow.
By
January
of 1980
Missouri had more than 4,000 recorded
caves and the great cave hunt
continues,
even today.
Mr. Dill was instrumental
in the founding of the Missouri
Cav~s Association
and the National
Caves Association,
two organizatlons he always promoted and strongly
believed
in.
Indeed, among
the.last
of his activities
on the day of his
death
was to begin
making arrangements
for attending
the 1980 NCAConvention.
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Lester B. Dill will be missed.
He was a good friend,
an
industry leader,
and an inspiration
to show cave persons young and
old. He was indeed, a legend in his own time.
Survivors
include
his wife, Bessie E. Dill of Stanton;
four brothers, Kenneth and Orville,
both of Sullivan,
and Raymond

and Leonard, both of Banning, California; three sisters, Mrs. Arlie
Sohn of Stanton, Virginia Sibole of Banning,
and Daisy Roussin
of
Sullivan;
three
daughters,
Francena
Turilli
of Sullivan, Betty
Pruett of Stanton, and Elaine Davis of Union; a stepdaughter,Bonnie
Neville
of Phoenix,
Arizona;
and a stepson, Ron Krehbiel of St.
Louis.:.

-

FALL SCHEDULEAT CARLSBAD CAVERNSANNOUNCED-

New Fall and Winter hours will go into effect at
Caverns National Park starting on Tuesday, September 2.

Carlsbad

Under the new schedule,
which will remain in effect until
mid-May 1981, the park visitor
center will open at 7:30 a.m. (MT)
and complete walk-in tours will be offered from 8 a.m. until 2 p.m.
daily.
Big Room trips, which cover the portion of
the Cavern seen
on the second half of the complete tour, will be offered from 8 a.m.
until 3:15 p.m.
The complete tour is three miles
in length and
takes about three hours.
Lantern tours through New Cave will
only, with
two t ours scheduled each Saturday
and 1 p.m.
Reservations are required for -the
be made by calling
the park vi s t t or center at

be offered on weekends
and Sunday at 10 a rn •
lantern tours and may
lSOS) 785-2233.
c

For the month of September,
while the bats are still flying, the visitor center will remain open late and evening programs
at the Cavern
entrance
will continue to be offered.
The evening
talks start at about sunset,
which
usually occurs between 6:30 and
6:45 p.m. at this time of the year.
According
to park
officials,
some of the best bat flights of the year occur in the f aLlvas young
bats born
during
the summer join the colony in flight and as bats
from other caves stop at Carlsbad Cavern on their
annual
migration
to Mexico.
Concession
facilities
operated
by
The
Cavern
Supply
Company at the park will also go to a similar schedule on September
2, with food
service
opening at 8 a.m. and closing at 4 p.m., the
drink counter closing at 4:15 p.m.,
and the nursery,
kennel,
and
gift shop opening at 8 a.m. and closing at 4:30 p.m.
The park entrance fee is $3 per carload daily for private
non-commercial
vehicles,$l per person for commercial bus passengers,
or an annual Golden Eagle or Golden Age Passport(.

-

t1ISSOURI CAVE RESOURCE(PROTECTIOID ACT PASSED-

Missouri Governor Joseph Teasdale signed the Missouri cave
bill on Wednesday,
June 18, 1980,
in Springfield,Mo.
The effective
date of the
new
law is January 2, 1981.
The new law prov i des
Missouri caves, both wild and commercial, protection
against vandalism and pollution.
Violators can be prosecuted even for tampering
with a cave gate whether entrance is or is not achieved. The penalty
for violation is substantial--up
to $1,000 fine and a year in jail-so it may provide a considerable deterrent<.
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NEW BOOKS~·..,.........,.
MISSOURI, THE CAVE STATE written by H.Dwight
Weaver with
graphics
by
Paul A. Johnson;
Discovery Enterprises,
2006 Daisy Lane,
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101; 336 pages,
8~ x 11 inches,
perfect
binding, index,
"Lea t he r e t t.e"
cover;
available
from Dis-

covery Enterprises at $10.00 plus $1.50
postage

for

and handling.
MISSOURI,

THE

CAVE

STATE

is the

first book on Missouri caves to be publish~d
in 2S years.
It
is only the second book
ever written
exclusively
about
Missouri
caves in the 20th Century.
It is the f i rs t
ever
on the
spelean
history
of "The Cave
State.
1I

This new, comprehens i ve work has been
written
enthusiasts
of all ages.
It
is ideal for
students,
librarians,
show cave visitors,
cave
explorers,
natural
administrators,
and park and recreation
officials.

for cave
teachers,
resoUTce

MISSOURI~
THE CAVE STATE
is the first book to assess
the
historical,
economic and recreational
value of Missouri's
thousands
of caves.
And to explore the important role these caveS have played
in the exploration,settlement
and cultural development
of the state.
It is the first book to recognize the discoveries and accomplishments
of Missouri IS show cave operators as well
as Missouri I s organized
cavers.

All of the cave regions of Missouri are explored
in this
book which
covers both show caves and wild caves.
It is the first
book to classify nearly 1,000 Missouri caves by length,
and to list
Missouri's longest caves,
deepest caves,
and deepest
underground
lakes.
One
of the most
interesting
of the book's 27 chapters
deals with cave exploration in the 21st Century.
The 'author discusses
cave
locating,
cave
surveying, cave diving, cave biology,
cave paleontology,
cave history, and show cave development
with
an
eye to the
future, proj ecting what current trends suggest will be
happening in these areas in the next century.
MISSOVRI~

25

years

of

THE

Missouri

CAVE

cave

is the culmination
of more than
experiences and research
by the author.

STATE

.:.

GURNEE GUIDE To At1ERICAN CAVES by Russell and
Gur:nee, 1980; Zephyrus Press, Inc., Teaneck, New Jersey;
260
120 photographs,
SO maps, 8~ x 5Jz inches, index, paperbound;
able from R. H. Gurnee, Inc., 15 William Street
Closter, New
07624 at $7.95.
Russ

Jeanne
p:ages,
availJersey

'
and

Jeanne

Gurnee

are well known

to the show cave
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owners
and operators of America, and especially to the NCA members.
The Gurnees, along with Howard and Lucille Sloane, were
authors
of
the first
comprehensive guide to the show caves of America entitled
VISITING
AMERICAN
CAVES published
in 1966.
That pioneer volume has
long since gone out of print but the need for such a book continues.
Many changes
have occurred
in the show cave indus try since 1966,
so
Russ and Jeanne
have teemed up again to produce a new guidebook enti tled GURNEE GUIDE TO AMERICAN
CAVES.
GURNEE
CA VES is

GUIDE

TO

the only
complete
guide
to
show
caves In the United States.
It provides
practical
information
of interest
to
\
every traveler
and gives
names,
addresses,
phone
numbers,
directions
and
historical
data
for
more
than 200 caves.
Each cave
description includes
hours
/
and seasons open as well as
<. \
facilities on the premises
such as restaurants, snackbars, motels, and camping,
to aid
the
vacationer.
General information on the
features
of all caves is
I
included in order
to make
cave visitation
more enjoyable
and entertaining.
Photos of formations, types of caves, and geological details are included as well
as a glossary of terms.
Individual state maps show the location
of
each cave;
and an index by cave name lists all the present and
former caves open to the public.
AMERICAN

:t'\~1

/

t

GURNEE
GUIDE
TO
AMERICAN
CAVES
is
not
restricted
to
solution caves formed in limestone but also lists
sandstone
caves,
sea caves, gypsum caves, lava tube caves and ice caves.
It lists
artificial
caves,
such as those created by institutions or individuals for display purposes
like the Denver
Museum
of Natural
History's
artificial caves where real cave formations were actually
used.
(The Gurnees deplore
this type of thing which seems to
sanction
the
desecration
of natural
caves
for
the
sake
of
exhibition).
Other artificial caves, such as the one at Walt Disney
World, have
created educational
and interesting
displays using
synthetic stalactites and stalagmites.

GURNEE
timely book-:-

GUIDE TO AMERICAN

CAVES is a

compact,

useful

and

SHELLEY TRIMBLE DIES IN ACCIDENT
Shelley
Trimble,
16, daughter
of Mr.
and Mrs. Mark
Trimble, Branson, Missouri,
died Sunday evening August 24, when
a
service vehicle she was dr i v i n g overturned.
Shelley was an employee
of Shepherd of the Hills Farm which is owned and
operated
by the
Trimbles.
The Trimbles also own Fantastic Caverns, Springfield, Mo.
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Miss Trimble was operating
an electric
golf cart
used at
the
farm.
She
was pinned
under the cart when it overturned
~nrl
suffered head injuries. There was no mechani~al problem
accordlfif
to Gil Elmore, public~information
representative
for the Farm.
Services
fOT
Shelley Trimble were held Wednesday, August
27, at the Branson First Presbyterian
Church and burial
was' in the
Ozarks Memorial
Park Cemetery.
and a member
Shelley was a student at Branson High School
and Springof the First Presbyterian
Church, the high school band,
fie Ld Symphony.

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Trimble
Survivors include her parents,
Mrs
a brother,
Kelly,
of the home; and her paternal grandmother,
Mary Trimble, Branson, Missouri.:.
OOQOOPPQOOOOOPOOOOpOOpOOOOOPOOOPOOOOP&ORppgpgooooqpooooOgOgpgDpOOOC
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PRESIDENT CARTER GOES UNDERGROUND-

How
many
Presidents
have
shown an interest in caves?
Some people
like
to claim that George Washington,
Father of our
Country, was one of America s first
spelunkers.
His name
dOBS
appear in Madison I 5 Cave in w-estern Virginia,
and George wa shi ng t cn
Cave in Virginia.
The signatures have caused much speCUlation and
led to considerable
research.
As yet, they have
not
been
proven
forgeries.
I

We are more certain about Thomas Jefferson.
the first cave map in America in his
celebrated
NOTES
OF VIRGINIA
in 1784.

He published
ON THE STATE

In 1934 Harry S. Truman paid a visit to Missouri
Caverns
(the Missouri Caverns portion of Onondaga Cave) near
Leasburg, Mo.
More
recently
Richard
M. Nixon
toured
a cave in China, of all
places.
And on August 23, 1979, Jimmy Carter, his wife Rosalyn
and
daughter Amy, toured Mark Twain Cave at Hannibal, Missouri.
What is it like to have a President
let Bob Bogart,
Manager of Mark Twain Cave,
words:

visit
tell

your cave?
Lets
it in his own

"One day about mid August, I happened to glance around the
Gift Shop and the place seemed to be full of official
looking men.
About the time I began to wonder why I was being
investigated,
Lee
Viorel, our congressman's
District Aide, appeared
and
informed
me
there was a chance that the Carter's would visit the cave while they
were in Hannibal,
and that was one thing they particularly
wanted to
do. Of course, that sounded good to us. We offered them
our full
cooperation and every courtesy.
Believe me it took all that by the
time we were finished.
"Between the first visi t of the advance party,
and Carter
Day, which was A~gust 23rd, we were besIeged every day, and sornetimes more than once, by security people, communications
people, the
White House staff, or the media people wanting to check out this or
that.
And
everyone
wanted me to take them through the cave, so I
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took more tours
r hos e few days than I have in a
also contacted Don Davis of the Missouri Division
the cave r e-d nsp ec t ed the day before the visit.

long
time.
They
of Mines, and had

1IThe communications people found that radio reception
soon
fizzled out after getting away from the cave entrance,
so they set
up a temporary base station about half way around the tour route.
Also, they decided that our two business
phones and
our pay phone
were not enough telephone communication,
so they installed additional lines.
It was interesting to note that while ordinary people
find
their
service
needs being
taken
care
of
days later than
promised, we had telephone service men from around the state here
for
a couple
of days beforehand.
As it turned out, our cave tour
was postponed about 10 minutes
while
Mr. Carter
talked
with
the
Vice President
by telephone.
"The security
people were around every
day
checking
out
the
cave or
the surrounding
area.
The day of the Carter visit we
were closed until
after they had toured the cave. Prior to the tour,
the securi ty dogs spent some time
inside
the
cave
and near
the
entrance and buildings
on the outside.
"When the Carters finally
arrived,
they were running late
and the lady of the White House staff
asked if we could speed up the
tour.
I agreed,
but later found the Carters were not in that much
hurry and were looking around just
like any normal
visitor
would.
So we ended up with a full length tour after all.
But that was just
fine with us.
"Fhe
Carters
were very
much interested
in
the
Rosalyn was particularly
interested
in my telling
about finding
stone dams under what we thought for many years
was a clay
And the President
was particularly
interested
in the fact that
Joe
sold
peanuts
on the
street
corners of Hannibal in his
years.
He quipped,
I Then he wa s n ' t
all bad, was he!'

cave.
rimbank.
Injun
later

r.

"We opened up the cave to regular
tours about 1: 00 PM and
had a normal full days business
that afternoon.
But that was a big
day for us at Mark Twain Cave and one we will long remember.

---

ANOTHER WAY IN AT MARK TWAIN CAVE ---

Mark Twain Cave, Hannibal,
Mo., is a unique maze-type cave
system.
J Harlen Bretz (1956) wrote:
"Mo s t caves have but one hillside opening and never had more.
Mark Twain Cave has 23,
and 20 of
them are now blocked with fallen
rock, soil debris,and
flowstone ... rr
That still
leaves
3 accessible
entries.
The latest
word from
Manager Bob Bogart is that the cave now has a fourth
opening.
"As you may know" he says, "insurance
inspectors
are tel1So, instead
of changing
ing some of us we need second entrances.
one of our
two historic
entrances,
we decided to make a new one
behind our main building
and cover it for bad weather
acdirectly
cess.
"Th e r e are two passages
that come to the edge of the hill
directly behind the gift shop building.
One of these we had used to
rUn our electric
wires into the cave. So we decided to try it first.
But the profile
of our cave passages
is very erratic.
When we started
digging we soon found we would not hit that passage
directly
under
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the
small
opening where the wires ran in.
second passage
but with no better
success.
the

first

location.

this
passage
passage, which

After

much digging

So we moved and tried
a
So,
we moved back to

and quite

veered off to the left and actually
is what we finally hit.

"During

the

digging

we

hit

several

a bit

of

teed

into

large

blasting

a cr os s

formations

(stalagmi tes and drapery) that had formed centuries
ago.
Because
rock and r-ubb Le had fallen
in on them and then this had all been
cemented together by further dripstone deposit, the digging was much
more difficult. Our digging began in late October
1978 and was
finally complete about December 28 and then tunnel construction began. We then faced contractor problems.
We had
hoped to have the
opening
ready
to use about mid April but Mur.phy's law states that
'everything takes longer than you expec t ;! so we began using
it in
late

july.'.

1980 NATIONAL CAVE MANAGEMENT SYMPOSIUM
at Mammoth

The
1980 National Cave Management Symposium
Cave National Park, Kentucky, October 13-17,

will be held
1980.

Many
subjects
on the
agenda
this year
have not been
previously discussed at other symposiums.
Other subjects,
such as
radon and wilderness, are still controversial and will insure some
lively discussions.
EPA officials
will be available
to answer
questions on how caves might be protected from pollutants
originating from outside on~ls jurisdiction
or property.
Field
excursions
will lead
one
from
the surface
of a karst region to the lowest
depths of Mammoth Cave National Park.
Sessions which should be of considerable
interest to show
cave operators
include "Cave Interpretation
and Guide 'Lra i n i ng" by
Tom Al ey c Jo e Waggoner and Mammoth Cave Staff; "Private Cave Owners
Discuss Management
P'roblems" (Panel Discussion) by
William
Austin,
Ted Graves, Jack Steiner,_ Joe Waggoner, Roy Davis and David Cale.
F or further informa ti on can tac t :
Organizing Committee
1980 National Cave Management
Mammoth Cave, Kentucky 42259
Attention:

James

Wiggins

Telephone:

(502)

758-2251

Symposium

